
Many businesses in our industry are challenged with the lack of experienced

personnel. Maintaining consistency is a huge issue - let us help you with this

challenge! We have many items that will save you time, labor, and money,

while providing you with the high quality and consistency your customers

expect. Call your Coast to Coast representative and let us assist you.
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230011 Harvestland Fresh Roasted Chicken Halves 16 halves

Unite the benefits of sous-vide style cooking with our No

Antibiotics Ever Chickens and reduce labor and improve food

safety. Our TENDERREADY® Sous-Vide Style Chicken Halves

are marinated and roasted in a sealed bag to lock in flavor and

moisture for exceptional dishes every time. Certified Gluten-Free,

contain only simple, recognizable ingredients and shipped fresh.

Free of preservatives or fillers. Clean label. Each piece is approx.

22-24 oz. Packed 2 halves per bag. ROP

Pop in the oven at 400 (14-17min) for quick easy meal!  

Shelf Life 90 Days Refrigerated

230044 Perdue Fried Chicken 8 piece 1/15#

Offer the taste and appearance of scratch prepared fried chicken,

without the mess of a deep fryer and labor required to prepare

with our fully cooked fried 8-piece cut. Breaded with a golden

brown crunchy breading providing your customers with the

crunchy goodness they expect from fried chicken. Fully cooked for

increased food safety and ease of use. Individually frozen for

portion control and easy inventory management. Saves time and

labor and still provides a from scratch experience for your

customer. ROP

1 YR Shelf Life.   Preheated convection oven to 350F.  Heat 

drumsticks and wings 20 minutes.  Breast and thigh portions 

40-45 minutes.  Cooking times may vary. 

10010050 Perdue Roasted Chicken Breast Carving Classic

2/5# avg

Boneless chicken breasts are lightly browned in vegetable oil for a

rich exterior color and flavor. Pan roasted for a great texture that is

ideal for carving as a center of the plate or premium sandwich

application. ROP



❖ The slanted line that divides dates, fractions, choices,

etc. (6/1/04) is called a virgule.

❖ The best time for a person to buy shoes is in the

afternoon. This is because the foot tends to swell a bit

around this time.

❖ Airports that are at higher altitudes require a longer

airstrip due to lower air density.

❖ The prune industry asked the FDA to relabel prunes

as 'dried plums' because 'prunes' weren't selling. It

worked.

❖ The original Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme was a

riddle--the listener was supposed to guess that

Humpty Dumpty was an egg.

❖ Applying hemorrhoid cream to your chest and waist

can make you look more muscular.

TRY SOMETHING NEW !

CLASSIC MARGHERITA

MADE WITH BUFFALO MILK MOZZARELLA

10116835    12/12” 

10117396    28/10”

BIANCANEVE (WHITE) PIZZA

COW’S MILK MOZZARELLA

10116837     12/12”

10117398     28/10”

3-CHEESE PIZZA

COW’S MILK MOZZARELLA, 

GORGONZOLA, AND EDAMER CHEESE

10116836     12/12”

10117397      28/10”

Quick, easy prep!  

Quick, easy profit!!

Your customer may not be able to travel to Italy, but you

can bring the taste of Italy to them! Our new Fronte

pizzas are made in Italy then brought here for your

dining pleasure. Baked in a Stone Oven, made with all

Italian ingredients these pizzas will win over the pickiest

of pizza eaters!! A true delight and exceptionally

profitable! ROP

Clear, black, grey, green, 4 gallon to 95 gallon, low density or

high density, flat packs or rolls, we have the can liner you

need! Our Omega and Super Sak liners are made in the USA.

Not sure what size you need, call us and we’ll let you know!

806096 LINER HD 38 X 60 17 MIC CLEAR 55 GAL  200 ct

805153 LINER LD 40 X 46 1.1 MIL BLACK 40-45 GAL  100 ct

805197 LINER LD 38 X 58 1.5 MIL BLACK 55 GAL 4/25 ct roll

806098 LINER HD 38 X 60 22 MIC CLEAR 55 GAL 6/25 ct roll

806102 LINER HD 33 X 60 22 MIC GREEN 55 GAL 150 ct

806028 LINER HD 28 X 45 16 MIC CLEAR 23 GAL 10/25 ct roll

….and many, many more!!!


